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Executive Summary 

The Municipality of Anchorage (MOA) Public Transportation Department (PTD) has provided 

service to a bus stop at the south west corner of C Street and 7th Avenue – near 7th/8th Alley- for 

approximately 30 years. The existing bus stop, referred as ‘C Street Station’, does not meet 

current standards, is not ADA compliant, and requires buses to stop in the travel lane even 

though it is a high-ridership transfer point.  PTD is interested in upgrading the existing stop to meet 

ridership demand and improve the operational efficiency of the site. 

The C Street stop warrants on off-street bus pullout based on the following criteria identified in 

the MOA Design Criteria Manual: the stop is on an arterial roadway, average peak curb lane 

volumes are over 500 vehicles per hour, bus ridership is high (640 passengers per day), and the 

bus stop is a transfer point. 

PDT has sought to obtain a public use easement from the adjacent property for many years to 

accommodate an off-street bus stop. United States General Services Administration (GSA) owns 

and manages the site, and has not been receptive to the idea. Recently, however, mutual 

interest and benefits have prompted an agreement to resume negotiations.  

The location of the C Street Station is an important link in the Anchorage downtown transit 

system.  It acts as a transfer point and as a convenient downtown Central Business District bus 

stop for many different People Mover bus routes, similar to the Museum Station bus stop at 6th 

Avenue and C Street. 

This report explores existing conditions of the C Street Station as well as design alternatives.  Five 

options were evaluated for improvements to this bus stop site:   

• Option 1 – on-street bus stop with minor improvements only.  The curb and shoulder will 

remain as is. 

• Option 2 – on-street bus stop with widened sidewalk accommodating two to three buses at 

a time. 

• Option 3 – off-street, closed, two-bus bay pull out. 

• Option 4 – off-street, open, three-bus bay pull out. 

• Option 5 – off-street, partially open, three-bus bay pull out.    

 

In addition to the five site configurations, the report contains discussion on improvements and 

design considerations for the site, such as shelter type, reader boards, bicycle storage, site utility 

needs, and maintenance considerations.  

Option 5 is the preferred alternative. It provides an off-street stop that can accommodate 3 

buses and provides room for a shelter sized for the passenger loads. At the same time, the 

partially open bay design mitigates traffic concerns at the C Street/7th Avenue signal. 
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Abbreviations 

ABP  Anchorage Bicycle Plan 

ADA Americans with Disabilities Act 

AMTTF Anchorage Museum Transit Transfer Facility  

APP  Anchorage Pedestrian Plan 

AASHTO American Association of State Highway and Transportation 

Officials 

CCTV Closed-circuit television 

CFT carbon fiber tape 

CTU Cycle-Transit Users  

DCM Design Criteria Manual 

DEC Alaska Department of Environmental Conversation 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  

The purpose of this project is to upgrade the existing transit stop at C Street and 7th Avenue (C 

Street Station) to current Municipality of Anchorage (MOA) and Americans with Disabilities Act 

(ADA) standards. The MOA Design Criteria Manual (DCM), Chapter 7, is the primary local transit 

design guide and is based on American Association of State Highway and Transportation 

Officials (AASHTO) recommendations. 

Ten People Mover routes (2,3,7,9,14,36,45,60,75,102) serve the C Street Station bus stop midblock 

on the southwest side of the intersection, with an average of 480 passengers boarding and 160 

alighting on weekdays.  Most of the routes operate on one-hour headways, although many of 

the routes have additional trips during peak hours. This transit stop is the first stop after the 

Downtown Transit Center for all of the southbound and westbound routes, similar to the Museum 

Station on 6th Avenue and C Street, and is an important transfer point for many passengers. 

Improvements were initially programmed as part of the Anchorage Museum/Transit Intermodal 

Depot, which encompasses C Street Station, Museum Station, and loading zones south of the 

Anchorage Museum. 
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Figure 1 Vicinity Map 
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Figure 2  Existing Conditions  
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2.0 EXISTING CONDITIONS 

2.1 EXISTING FACILITIES 

The existing transit stop is on the west side of C Street just south of 7th Avenue and was 

constructed approximately 30 years ago. C Street at this location is a one-way arterial heading 

southbound, consisting of three 12-foot lanes with a 4-foot shoulder on the east side of the road 

and a 3-foot shoulder on the west side. The sidewalk on the west side of C Street is 5 feet wide, 

with a 7-foot wide sidewalk on the east side. The existing stop has a sign, shelter in the alley, and 

a trash can. Currently buses serve the bus stop using the narrow 3-foot west side shoulder and 

half of the outer west travel lane when pulled up to the curb. C Street is owned by the Alaska 

Department of Transportation & Public Facilities (DOT&PF).  

Drainage along this section of C Street slopes slightly to the south, with catch basins at the 

intersections of 7th Avenue and 8th Avenue. 

C Street is classified as an arterial with a posted speed of 25 miles per hour in the project area.  

The average daily traffic on C Street is 13,128 vehicles, based on DOT&PF’s 2012 Anchorage 

Traffic Map. Vehicle turning movement data collected by MOA in 2012 indicate the peak hourly 

volume is 1,483 vehicles and occurs from 4:30 to 5:30 PM.  

Ridership at C Street Station by hour is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Ridership Volumes 

Hour Boarding Alighting Total 

6 AM 3 20 23 

7 AM 6 19 25 

8 AM 18 29 47 

9 AM 27 22 49 

10 AM 8 34 42 

11 AM 12 35 47 

12 PM 13 25 38 

1 PM 8 64 72 

2 PM 5 32 37 

3 PM 18 24 42 

4 PM 11 41 52 

5 PM 14 40 54 

6 PM 8 41 49 

7 PM 2 10 12 

8 PM 7 21 28 

9 PM 0 14 14 

10 PM 0 4 4 

11 PM 0 5 5 

Total 160 480 640 

 

The existing transit stop structure consists of a 30-year old prefabricated ACE Shelter, 

manufactured of steel and glass with a light fixture as shown on Photo 1. The bus stop also 

includes the People Mover sign on a telspar post and route schedules mounted on the shelter 

wall. The shelter is oriented parallel to the alley and perpendicular to C Street on property leased 

to People Mover from the Government Services Administration (GSA) via a revocable license.  

Currently, the bus stop does not meet ADA guidelines.  Space for the minimum 5-foot wide by 8-

foot deep ADA boarding platform standard is not available (Photo 2) and the bus stop facility 

lacks an accessible boarding route from the existing shelter to the curbside due to grade 

changes and the poor condition of the concrete and asphalt walking surfaces.  
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Photo 1 Existing Shelter 

 

Photo 2 Existing Bus Stop 
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2.2 AREA LAND USE 

Zoning in this area is B-2B north of the 7th Alley and B-2C south of the alley. Both zoning types are 

focused on preserving the function and utility of the Downtown Central Business District. The 

Federal Courthouse is east of C Street and the associated parking lot, managed by GSA, is west 

of C Street and north of the 7th Alley. , and the Quality Suites Hotel lies south of the alley.  

2.3 UTILITIES 

Utilities in the area include cable, gas, electric, water and sewer.  Communications are provided 

by GCI and Alaska Communications, gas is provided by ENSTAR Natural Gas, electricity by 

Municipal Light and Power (ML&P), and water and sewer by Anchorage Water and Waste 

Water Utility (AWWU). All of these utilities exist within the 7th Alley.  

There are underground electrical lines along C Street located under the western sidewalk, 

owned by ML&P. The street lighting and storm drain system are the responsibility of the DOT&PF.  

All of the design alternatives considered will require power and communications for the new 

facility.  New utility services will be underground. 

2.3.1 Electrical Power 

The existing transit stop shelter is served overhead from an unmetered street lighting circuit 

running down the 7th Alley.  This would be replaced with a code compliant underground 

service. Although the overhead power lines and utility poles detract from the aesthetics of the 

downtown urban environment, ML&P’s Line Coordinators have stated that there are no plans for 

undergrounding the line. 

The new C Street Station will likely require two 120V circuits and one 240V circuit if an ice-free 

sidewalk system is installed. Lighting will be photocell-controlled whereas continuous power will 

be required for any electronic signage and closed-circuit television (CCTV) surveillance 

cameras.   

A new meter-based load center will likely be installed at the south end of the C Street Station 

and served from the existing utility pole at the 7th Alley.  Power may be available from the load 

center at 7th Avenue and C Street, depending on existing and new loads, availability of spare 

conduits, and coordination between agencies. For planning purposes, the more expensive 

option (new load center) has been included.  

2.3.2 Gas Main 

The primary run of ENSTAR’s gas line is on the east side of C street and outside the project area, 

but a line also crosses the street to run west under the alley behind Quality Inn. Location should 

be confirmed and the lines protected, but adjusting or moving the line is not anticipated.  
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2.3.3 Communications 

There is a phone cable installed between the utility pole at the 7th Alley and the existing shelter 

for a pay phone that was previously in the shelter. This service would be retired. A new 

communication service will be required for the proposed electronic Transit Real Time sign and 

video surveillance cameras. The new service will be underground and originate from the utility 

pole at the south end of the site. Existing telecommunication and fiber optic lines run from across 

C street and under the 7th Alley as shown in Figure 2 and will not be changed but should be 

located and protected from disturbance. 

2.4 RIGHT OF WAY 

The road right of way (ROW) is 60 feet wide and is owned by DOT&PF. DOT&PF conducts summer 

maintenance activity, but MOA has assumed winter maintenance responsibility on the roadway. 

Sidewalk winter maintenance is the responsibility of the Downtown Partnership. Property on both 

sides of C Street is owned by GSA, except the portion west of C Street and south of the 7th Alley, 

which is occupied by a Quality Suites Hotel owned by Chenega Lodging LLC.  
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3.0 PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS 

The C Street Station Project will require an amendment to the Concept Landscape Plan for the 

Anchorage Museum Transit Transfer Facility (Museum Station), which will be submitted to the 

Urban Design Commission (UDC) for review and approval. The UDC requires project documents 

to be submitted approximately two months in advance of a scheduled meeting. 

The project falls under the approved Documented Categorical Exclusion worksheet developed 

for the Anchorage Museum/Transit Intermodal Depot and approved by the Federal Transit 

Administration in 2006.  

Construction documents will be submitted to Building Safety for the shelter structural and 

electrical design, which will require municipal permits and routine inspections during 

construction. 

The proposed work will modify the storm drain system and a letter of non-objection will need to 

be obtained from the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC). Approval will 

be required from DOT&PF prior to connecting to their storm drain system. 

In addition, a right of way permit for construction activities will be required from the DOT&PF as 

the project is located within their ROW, and if heated sidewalks are constructed a 

memorandum of understanding will be required to cover maintenance, repairs and alterations. 

During construction, the existing bus stop 7th Avenue at C Street bus stop will need to be 

temporarily relocated to maintain system continuity.  
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4.0 DESIGN STANDARDS AND CRITERIA 

4.1 DESIGN STANDARDS 

The documents listed below supply the design standards and requirements for this project: 

• Official Streets and Highways Plan (OS&HP). 2014. MOA. 

• Design Criteria Manual (DCM). 2007. MOA. 

• Transit Design Guidelines (TDG). 2007 – DCM, Chapter 7, MOA.  

• A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets Green Book (GB). 5th Edition. 2004. 

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). 

• Guide for Geometric Design of Transit Facilities on Highways and Streets. 2014. AASHTO. 

• Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). 2009. Federal Highway Administration. 

• Anchorage Municipal Code of Regulations, Title 21. current edition. MOA. 

• Municipality of Anchorage Standard Specifications (MASS). current edition. MOA. 

• Roadside Design Guide, 4th Edition. 2011. AASHTO. 

• Alaska Traffic Manual (ATM). 2013. ADOT&PF. 

• Proposed Accessibility Guidelines for Pedestrians in the Public Right-of-Way. 2011. Access 

Board. 

• Anchorage Bicycle Plan (ABP). 2010. MOA. 

• Anchorage Pedestrian Plan (APP). 2007. MOA. 

• 2035 Metropolitan Transportation Plan. AMATS. 

• Alaska Highway Preconstruction Manual, 2005. ADOT&PF. 

• NATCO Urban Bikeway Design Guide. National Association of City Transportation Officials.  

• Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual (TCQSM), 3rd Edition 2014. Transportation 

Research Board. 

• Lighting Handbook, 10th Edition. 2011. Illuminating Engineering Society of North America. 

4.2 DESIGN CRITERIA 

4.2.1 Transit Stop 

Standard People Mover practice is to provide transit stops with an ADA-compliant 10-foot (8-foot 

minimum) by 50-foot (30-foot minimum) boarding platform, a bus stop sign, and pedestrian scale 

lighting. As part of the boarding platform, a 5-foot wide by 8-foot deep clear area must be 

maintained to enable bus ramps to be deployed for disabled passengers. If ROW is available, 

larger boarding platforms are constructed for higher ridership stops to accommodate additional 

bus stop amenities and more effective snow storage.  

Since the stop serves 10 routes, and the scheduling operates on a pulse system, PTD has 

requested the stop be designed to accommodate 3 buses simultaneously. 

Boarding platforms must meet ADA requirements and provide adequate space for People 

Mover passengers, pass-through pedestrian traffic, and be delineated from the vehicular lanes.  

The Transit Design Guidelines has a range of requirements for all bus stop locations that are 

compulsory throughout the Municipality.  The bus stop pullout must be able to support the 
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weight and operations of several People Mover buses at one time; therefore, the bus bay is 

planned to be constructed of structurally reinforced concrete or an engineered structural 

asphalt section.   

Bus boarding platforms should be free of obstacles and drain in such a way as not to collect 

snow or water runoff.  Considering the high passenger volume, bus frequency, and seven-day a 

week service at this location, the surface will be Portland cement concrete.  Materials will be 

selected and installed to reduce premature replacement and maintenance costs.    

Based on criteria such as traffic volume, passenger ridership, and the functional classification of 

C Street, the Transit Design Guidelines recommend use of an off-street bus stop pullout at this 

location.  

Off-street transit stops provide several benefits:  

• Stopped buses do not impede the flow of other traffic 

• The chances of vehicular collisions are reduced 

• Bus transfers can occur as the buses have more stop time and are not impeding traffic flow  

• Transit users have greater separation from vehicular traffic as they wait for the bus 

• Less vehicle spray in wet conditions and lower road noise 
• Cycle-Transit Users (CTUs) have more time/safety for loading and unloading bicycles 

4.2.2 Site Features 

As a transfer point and a high-use bus stop, TDG recommends a shelter be installed at this site. As 

part of the Museum/Transit Intermodal Depot, the shelter should be similar to and reflect the 

characteristics of the shelter at the Museum Station. The TCQSM provides sizing guidelines, based 

on the passenger volumes passing through the site and the desired level of service (LOS) at the 

stop. As shown in Figure 3, LOS is defined by how much space is available to each person 

waiting for the bus.  The TCQSM states that the typical design LOS is in the C to D range.  

Peak hourly ridership is 72 passengers per hour. The TCQSM recommends using 15 minute 

passenger values for sizing spaces. Since 15 buses serve C Street Station during the 1 o’clock 

hour, and at most 5 of them stop in a 15 minute period, the shelter should be sized to 

accommodate 1/3 of the hourly passenger count, or 24 passengers. Targeting LOS of C or D, a 

24 person shelter would be 72 to 240 square feet.  However, the shelter must be designed to 

accommodate future passenger loads. Assuming passenger growth continues at 1.6-percent 

per year (the historical average between 1996 and 2013), a 240 square foot shelter would 

provide LOS C for 20 years, or LOS D (or better) for 40 years.  
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Figure 3 Levels of Service for Queueing Areas (from TCQSM) 

Considering the high level of usage and visibility of the site, it is appropriate to consider 

improvements to the site above the bare minimum requirements. This will provide a higher 

quality of service to the transit passengers using the station, which will make transit use a more 

desirable mode of transportation.  

Pedestrian scale illumination has become a de-facto standard feature of new or reconstructed 

bus stops. This draws attention to the stop, makes the stop easier for transit users to locate and 

identify, enhances passenger security while they wait for the bus, and makes it easier for bus 

drivers to identify passengers waiting for the bus. 

Along with a shelter, additional features will include furniture to sit and/or lean on, bicycle 

storage, illuminated information signs for route schedules and maps, and a Transit Real Time 

reader board sign for bus departure information.  

Security concerns will be addressed by including video surveillance cameras, engineered site 

lighting, and transparent shelter materials. 

4.2.3 Travelled Way 

As a major arterial road, the DCM states that C Street should have 12-foot lanes with a 55 mph 

design speed. However, this specific section of C Street has a 25 mph speed limit as it is within 

the Downtown Central Business District.  Shoulders provide operational and safety benefits as 

well as act as bike lanes for cyclists.  

The clear zone for structures installed along the edge of a 25 mile per hour roadway is 14 feet. ; 

However, the Road Side Design Guide does recognize that this can rarely be met in urban 

environments. In cases where clear zone cannot be met, it recommends that structures be 

installed at least 2 feet behind the back of curb. 

Since the sidewalk passes through the transit stop area, the function of the sidewalk must also be 

retained for pass-through pedestrians. This is accomplished by maintaining a minimum 4-foot 

wide access path through the stop, with at least 8 feet of vertical clearance.  
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Short of roadway asphalt rehabilitation work planned by DOT&PF in 2016: there are currently no 

known plans for improvements in the project area under the Metropolitan Transportation Plan 

(MTP), Anchorage Bicycle Plan (ABP), or Anchorage Pedestrian Plan (APP) that would impact 

these bus stop improvements. 

4.3 TRAFFIC FLOW IMPACT 

The existing on-street bus stop configuration requires buses to partially occupy the west travel 

lane when serving the transit stop, which can reduce the vehicle-carrying capacity of this 

segment of C Street; although by comparison the upstream traffic signals at 7th and 6th 

Avenues serve as a greater constraint on capacity since traffic on all three lanes of C Street is 

stopped simultaneously during each signal cycle. Therefore, as long as vehicle queues behind 

the bus do not extend upstream to the signal, the transit stop does not reduce the aggregate 

corridor capacity. However, stopped buses do have the potential to increase rear-end crashes 

as motorists unexpectedly find themselves in a queue behind stopped buses, and sideswipe 

crashes when vehicles abruptly change lanes to pass stopped buses or queued vehicles.   

From 2009 through 2011, the MOA crash database lists five crashes occurring south of the 7th 

Avenue intersection in the vicinity of the transit stop, three of which appeared to occur within 

the transit zone and were due to conflicts with buses. 

An off-street bus pullout would alleviate the in-lane queues as the buses would no longer be 

stopping in the active vehicular lane. Bus pullouts can have route schedule impacts due to re-

entry delays; however, at this location a bus pullout would be on the far side of 7th Avenue and 

traffic breaks would be provided by the signal to facilitate buses merging back into the traffic 

lane. 
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5.0 DESIGN ALTERNATIVES 

Five site configuration options have been developed for the C Street Station project and are 

discussed below. Options 1 and 2 are on-street stops, while Options 3 through 5 are off-street. All 

of the options would provide ADA compliant boarding facilities with at least 4 feet of clearance 

for pedestrian traffic to pass through the site. Diagrams showing each option are included in 

Appendix A. 

Consideration was also given to relocating the C Street Station north, further south on C Street or 

onto D Street. These options were not developed further because they impact ease of transfers 

between stops located within the Museum/Transit Intermodal Depot area, ROW acquisition 

challenges, and possible disruption of the route alignments and travel times.  

Boarding pads for the preferred option will be Portland Cement Concrete, due to its longevity 

and the ability to bolt furnishings to it. An ADA compliant warning strip will be installed at the 

street side of the boarding platform. Colors and finishes will be determined in design and will 

complement the structure and other site features.  Depending on project funding, 

improvements may be extended from the 7th Alley to 8th Avenue, to replace the deteriorated 

concrete.  

5.1 ON-STREET OPTIONS 

The on-street options were developed to work within the existing ROW. Both options could 

accommodate 3 buses simultaneously. 

Under both on-street options, the existing ML&P line under the sidewalk would need to be 

exposed and protected during foundation and site facility construction. 

5.1.1 Option 1 — On-Street with minor improvements  

Option 1 (shown in Appendix A, Sheet A1) would be similar to the existing on-street bus stop; 

however, minor improvements would be involved to rectify the existing ADA deficiencies. The 

curb could be shifted outward approximately 1 foot toward the road to provide space for an 

ADA compliant boarding platform. The existing condition is marginal for ADA boarding pad 

requirements and there is insufficient room on the sidewalk for site furnishings. Considering 

average daily ridership is close to 500 passengers, site amenities are essential to provide 

appropriate quality of service for passengers.   

This on-street alternative would maintain a 3-foot shoulder on C Street south of 7th Avenue. 

Bicyclists using the shoulder would need to merge into the vehicular lane while buses are serving 

the stop. 
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The improvements considered in Option 1 would be new sidewalk, curb and gutter, shelter with 

electrical upgrades and, would maintain the existing 90-foot boarding zone.  Option 1 would 

operate essentially the same as the existing bus stop.  

5.1.2 Option 2 — On-Street with sidewalk expansion  

Option 2 (shown in Appendix A, Sheet A2) involves constructing an on-street bus stop where 

buses stop in the right lane of C Street.  The difference from Option 1 is that buses would stop 

squarely in the right lane as opposed to stopping half in the shoulder and half in the lane. This 

would improve traffic safety over the existing situation, although traffic flow delays and crash 

potential would remain. Option 2 would upgrade the transit stop to current ADA and MOA 

standards with a wider sidewalk of at least 8 to 12 feet, and can be accommodated within the 

existing ROW.  

This concept would shift the curb and gutter outward toward C Street aligned with the existing 

curb bulb at 7th Avenue, placing the face of curb at the existing 4-inch edge of lane stripe. 

Option 2 maintains a pedestrian pass-through aisle of 4 to 5 feet through the transit stop 

boarding area and provides 5 to 7 feet for bus stop features such as shelters, lighting, benches, 

trash receptacles, and signage.   

A new sidewalk and boarding platform would be constructed with a patterned concrete 

border, consistent with current ADA boarding platform standards. Overall length of the bus stop 

area would be 100 to 130 feet and could accommodate up to three buses.  

5.2 OFF-STREET OPTIONS 

The off-street options would each involve constructing a 12 foot wide pullout west of the through 

lanes on C Street.  Off-street stops have many benefits, as discussed in section 4.2.1. At this 

particular location, there are several conflicts that impact all of the off-street options. 

• Buses stopped in an off-street stop would block the sight distance for motorists trying to 

exit the 7th Alley onto C Street. As a result, it may be necessary to make the alley one-

way westbound, or at least prohibit traffic from exiting the alley onto C Street. 

• The electrical manhole just north of the 7th Alley would need to be adjusted to finished 

grade. ML&P and the design team will need to investigate and open the lid to estimate 

depth and finished surface elevations to determine what, if any, adjustments would be 

necessary. 

• Currently, storm water flows south on C Street to a catch basin at 8th Avenue. Under an 

off-street alternative, either a new catch basin will have to be installed at the south end 

of the pullout, or the pullout will need to be graded toward C Street with the addition of 

a valley gutter to avoid ponding at the south end of the pullout.   
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The off-street alternatives would maintain the existing shoulder and provide space adjacent to 

the through lanes on C Street for bicycles. When the stop is occupied, cyclists should be able to 

bypass the bus, which is 8 feet wide, while remaining out of the vehicle lanes.   

5.2.1 Option 3 — Off-Street two-bus bay pull-out 

Option 3 (shown in Appendix A, Sheet A3) would construct a two-bus bay off-street pullout that 

would provide a 12-foot wide space outside of the C Street traveled way for buses to stage 

while passengers board and alight. In order for the pullout to fit between 7th Avenue and the 

alley, the entrance and exit tapers may be slightly shorter than recommended by the Transit 

Design Guidelines. The proposed tapers would be approximately 30 feet long, rather than the 

recommended minimum of 40 feet, although operationally adequate for buses in a 25 mph 

zone. The resulting stop would be 93 feet long and provide boarding areas for two buses 

simultaneously; however, frequently buses will still stop in the travel lane waiting for a vacancy in 

the pullout.  

Specific improvements under this alternative would be to remove the existing bus shelter, curb, 

gutter, sidewalk, and first row of parking from the adjacent GSA parking lot. New curb and 

gutter would be installed 12 feet west of the C Street shoulder stripe, and a 12-foot wide 

sidewalk would be constructed with a patterned concrete border, consistent with current ADA 

boarding platform standards. As with the on-street alternatives, a 4-foot minimum, but preferably 

5-foot, access aisle would be maintained through the length of the stop area.  

5.2.2 Option 4 — Off-Street, open three-bus bay pull-out  

Option 4 (shown in Appendix A, Sheet A4) is a higher capacity bus pull-out that involves 

construction of a three-bus bay pull-out. This option utilizes the intersection at C Street and 7th 

Avenue as the entry taper into the pullout to increase the length of the bus bay to 

approximately 130 feet, providing space for up to three buses to serve the stop simultaneously.  

For transit operations, option 4 would be the most ideal bus stop configuration for this location 

considering that People Mover systematically pulses several bus routes from the Downtown 

Transit Center while at the same time other routes circulate through the C Street at 7th Avenue 

bus stop. Frequently several buses arrive simultaneously. Consequently, a bus stop pullout 

equipped to accommodate up to three buses will maintain a more fluid traffic flow with fewer 

traffic lane interruptions by buses waiting to enter the pullout to serve the stop. 

Option 4 includes many of the same improvements and considerations as Option 3, but extends 

the pullout all the way to 7th Avenue. This would require relocating the Federal Building Parking 

Lot Sign, removing the curb bulb at 7th Avenue, and modifying the traffic signal at 7th Avenue. 

The configuration of Option 4 allows buses to use the intersection as the entry taper of the bay, 

which is an approach that is used in a couple of locations in Anchorage (e.g., SSW 68th Avenue 

at Lake Otis Parkway and WNW 5th Avenue at Denali Street) and is regularly used in Seattle by 

King County Metro Transit. Considering the universal increases in transit use in urban areas and 
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the associated high prices for real estate, utilizing intersections for bus pullout entry tapers can 

be a cost effective option.  

Extending the bus bay to 7th Avenue would require eastbound 7th Avenue traffic to stop further 

west than they currently do. This would further restrict an already difficult sight distance condition 

for right turning vehicles, and MOA Traffic has expressed reservations about posting the 

intersection for no right turns on red. Additionally, removing the curb bulb increases the distance 

across C Street for pedestrian crossings by 12 feet, or about 50 feet total. This is 10 feet longer 

than the crossing on the north side of the intersection and would require the flashing don’t walk 

time to be extended by 2.9 seconds. This additional time would be detrimental to the downtown 

grid signal coordination.   

Specific improvements under this alternative would be to remove the existing bus shelter, curb, 

gutter, sidewalk, and first row of parking from the adjacent parking lot. New curb and gutter 

would be installed 12 feet west of the C Street shoulder stripe and a 12-foot wide sidewalk would 

be constructed with a patterned concrete border, consistent with current ADA boarding 

platform standards. As with the on-street alternatives, a 4-foot minimum, but preferably 5-foot, 

pedestrian access aisle would be maintained through the length of the stop area.  

5.2.3 Option 5 — Off-Street, partially open three-bus bay pull-out  

Option 5 (shown in Appendix A, Sheet A5) is a modification of Option 4. The difference is that 

Option 5 only uses part of the C Street/7th Avenue intersection of the entry taper. This change 

would leave a 6-foot wide curb bulb in the southwest corner of the intersection, allowing the 

north/south crosswalk to remain in the current location.  This option would provide 116 feet of 

bay length, which is enough space for up to three buses to serve the stop simultaneously, if the 

buses squeeze together.  

As mentioned previously, PTD prefers space for 3 buses at this stop due to the current schedule 

and route structure. This option provides space for 3 buses while preserving the existing 

pedestrian crossing of 7th Avenue. Option 5 does increase the pedestrian crossing distance on 

the south leg of C Street by 6 feet, to 44 feet. This is 4 feet longer than the crossing on the north 

side and will add 1.1 seconds to the flashing don’t walk signal phase.  

Specific improvements under this alternative would include removing the existing bus shelter, 

curb, gutter, sidewalk, and first row of parking from the adjacent GSA parking lot. New curb and 

gutter would be installed 12 feet west of the C Street shoulder stripe and a 12-foot wide sidewalk 

would be constructed with a patterned concrete border, consistent with current ADA boarding 

platform standards. As with the on-street alternatives, a 4-foot minimum, but preferably 5-foot, 

pedestrian access aisle would be maintained through the length of the stop area.  
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5.3 SITE FEATURES AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  

Regardless of which site configuration is chosen, C Street Station will need furnishings to meet the 

Transit Design Guidelines and provide an appropriate quality of service for transit riders. The 

features discussed below are compatible with design options 2 through 5 listed above. The 

constrained space available in Option 1 would limit the improvements to a small shelter and 

light, at best. 

5.3.1 Shelter 

One shelter for the entire stop would provide the most efficient structural layout for this site.  

Roofing options include 1-1/2-inch thick composite roof panel with 0.032-inch pre-finished 

aluminum sheet, a standing seam metal roof, or 1/8-inch clear acrylic.  A translucent material 

has the advantage of letting in light during the day while hiding the dirt and debris that will 

inevitably collect on the roof. An extended roof overhang will be incorporated into the structure 

to provide protection to through-pedestrians. For an on-street stop, the overhang should not 

extend to within two feet of the face of curb to prevent damage from trucks, buses or snow 

removal equipment. For an off-street stop, the structure may extend over the curb if it is tall 

enough for buses and snow removal equipment (road graders) to pass under it. Structure finishes 

or painted surfaces will be specified fade- and graffiti-resistant. 

Wall panel options include ¼ inch tempered safety glass, polycarbonate, acrylic, tinted, 

perforated steel, mirrored, wire, or window mullions.  These alternative panel options can provide 

color and interest while still remaining affordable, providing protection from the elements, and 

maintaining site lines. Using transparent wall materials will promote bus rider safety and driver 

viewing of waiting passengers. The shelter will provide wind protection for the overall interior 

through incorporation of end panels, while interior partitions sections will enclose the standing 

area to provide localized protection from the elements.    

The shelter will be mounted to a concrete foundation that extends above the finished sidewalk 

surface to provide buffering from maintenance work and errant vehicles, thereby increasing the 

shelter’s durability.   

Three options were considered for the shelter: custom, prefabricated, or prefabricated custom. 

The costs shown do not include interior lighting or the concrete foundation, since those will be 

similar across all of the options. 

5.3.1.1 Custom Shelter 

The Museum Station transit stop was custom designed structure to match the aesthetic of the 

new Anchorage Museum, as shown in Photo 3. Custom designed shelters offer the most flexibility 

to meet the needs of the site and the desired look, but are the most expensive option. The 
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expense is due to the additional design required, the custom manufacturing, and on-site 

assembly to erect the structure.  

 

Photo 3 Museum Station Shelter 

A custom shelter will cost approximately $100,000 for an 80 square foot shelter, or about $300,000 

for a 240 square foot shelter. 

5.3.1.2 Prefabricated Shelter 

At the other end of the spectrum, prefabricated shelters are essentially ordered out of a 

catalog. While there are a wide variety of styles and options, such as colors, panel materials, 

and panel configurations, the structures come in a limited number of sizes. Single units start at 3- 

by 5-foot and can go up to 12- by 20-foot 

Prefabricated design elements can be chosen for the C Street Station to reflect the color and 

pattern seen at the Museum Station.  

Prefabricated transit shelters will be the most cost effective design solution.  Numerous 

manufacturers offer high quality aluminum or galvanized steel shelters with a variety of design 

options and features. Photo 4 is an example of a prefabricated transit shelter.  
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Photo 4 Example Prefabricated Shelter 

A prefabricated shelter costs about $35,000 for an 80 square foot shelter, or about $88,000 for 2 

to 3 shelters covering 240 square feet.  

5.3.1.3 Prefabricated Custom Shelter 

Prefabricated custom shelters are a middle tier option that enables more design flexibility than 

prefabricated options while still taking advantage of the efficiencies of building the shelter in a 

factory with standardized parts.  The design options are more constrained than with a custom 

shelter, but the costs are also much lower. 

Examples of a prefabricated-custom design transit shelter are shown in Photo 5 and Photo 6.  

The minimal ‘L’ shaped steel frame works well with the tempered glass, providing a transparent 

and elegant design solution. Using a less transparent wall material (such as glass with etched 

stripes) could create a look similar to the existing Museum Station shelter. 
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Photo 5 Example Prefabricated Custom Shelter 

 

Photo 6 Example Prefabricated Custom Shelter (side view) 

A prefabricated custom shelter costs about $67,000 for a 128 square foot shelter, or about 

$134,000 for a shelter covering 240 square feet. 
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5.3.2 Furnishings 

Seating inside the shelter can range from a simple aluminum bench, as seen in the Photo 6, to 

more modern landscape forms or custom-cast concrete.  There are many off-the-shelf benches 

or chairs that can be bolted to the concrete inside the shelter, any of which can be ordered or 

constructed with seat separators to discourage people from lying down on the benches. 

Bike storage racks are an option near the shelter for CTUs. While there is not enough space on 

site for bike lockers, there will be room for standard racks or vertical storage hangers. Hangers 

could be mounted inside of a shelter to keep bicycles out of the elements and designed or 

ordered to complement the aesthetics of the shelter. 

An Illuminated People Mover Information A-Frame sign as described in the TDG is appropriate for 

this location due to the multiple bus routes and higher ridership. Multiple signs may be used due 

to the length of the bus stop and amount of information to be provided. An electronic Transit 

Real Time sign has been requested by PTD and will be installed in the south (downstream) end of 

the shelter, similar to the Museum Station. 

5.3.3 Lighting 

Lighting will be incorporated into the shelter structure to provide overhead general illumination. 

Since the shelter will incorporate internal lighting and the existing street lights provide adequate 

roadway illumination, additional site lighting will be added to highlight pedestrian pathways and 

boarding areas to promote visibility and safety for bus passengers. The lighting will be controlled 

by photo cells and sensors and will use LEDs for increased life, energy savings, and decreased 

maintenance. 

The Illuminating Engineering Society Lighting Handbook, 10th Edition recommends the following 

minimum design light levels: 

• Outside: 1 foot candle average illuminance 

• Inside: 1.5 foot candle average illuminance 

Depending on project funding, the project may include sidewalk and pedestrian lighting 

improvements from 7th Alley to 8th Avenue.  

5.3.4 Alternate Energy Sources 

A photovoltaic (PV) panel option could be added to the shelter design.  These panels are 

mounted on the roof structure and are approximately 3 by 5 feet, angled to the south, and 

sloped at the optimum angle for Anchorage’s latitude.  Installation of these roof-mounted 

panels could provide a portion of the energy needed to operate the shelter lighting and 

signage.  The PV system could be tied to the utility grid, which would absorb excess generation 
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in the high-producing summer months and provide supplemental power in the low-producing 

winter months.   

On an annual basis, the PV system would provide between 30 and 60 percent of the shelter’s 

energy use (not including heated concrete) depending on the actual energy use and the size, 

number, and the mounting angle of the PV panels.  Setting the panels at an angle would 

provide the highest energy production. Laying the panels flat and incorporating them into the 

shelters as the roof panels will decrease individual panel energy production, but would 

decrease installation costs and structural considerations. 

Considering the low output of the solar panels, and the fact that an electrical connection will still 

be required for the site, solar panels are not recommended for inclusion on this project.  

5.3.5 Heated Sidewalk 

An ice-free heated sidewalk system would reduce on-going maintenance requirements, 

increase safety and boarding efficiency, and increase the lifespan of the finished surfaces. 

However, these benefits come at a cost. 

Traditional heated sidewalks rely on hydronic systems to generate and distribute heat. Tubing 

filled with glycol is cast into the sidewalk and connected to a boiler, which provides the heat. 

Installation and operations costs for hydronic systems were estimated at $45 and $2.57 per 

square foot, respectively, in 20071. Accounting for inflation at 1.5-percent per year, this equates 

to $50.72 and $2.90 per square foot, respectively. This approach is not feasible at this site 

because of the high cost and lack of heat source (boiler).  

A new electric heated sidewalk system using embedded carbon fiber tape (CFT) has recently 

been developed at University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA).  This system is similar to electric 

heating mats or heated car seats. With this system, rigid foam insulation is installed at the top of 

the finished subgrade just under the concrete and the CFT are embedded in the concrete 

below the reinforcing steel.  The CFT is energized at 24-volts, reducing the potential for 

dangerous grounding issues and creating a more energy efficient solution, compared to 120 volt 

(or higher) systems. 

The CFT system is controlled by embedded sensors, so the system is only active when 

precipitation is detected on the sidewalk surface and the temperature is near or below freezing.  

Installation costs for this system are approximately $15 per square foot, or $17 per square foot 

including insulation. A CFT system installed at UAA cost approximately $1.07 per square foot to 

power during the 2013-2014 winter, although this cost can vary depending on weather.  By 

comparison, traditional snow removal for downtown sidewalks was estimated to be $1.87 per 

square foot in 2007.2  Accounting for inflation at 1.5-percent per year, this equates to $2.11 in 

                                                      
1 Downtown Anchorage Heated Walkway Feasibility Study, CRW, January 2008 
2 Ibid. 
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2015. Saving over $1 per year per square foot on snow removal costs would pay for the 

installation costs within the normal 20 year life of an infrastructure project. Considering that the 

system also improves rider safety and will increase the longevity of the installed improvements 

(since there will be no damage from snow removal, ice chipping, and de-icing chemicals), this 

system would be a good investment for this site.  

5.4 PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE 

All of the options considered would improve quality of service for passengers over the existing 

conditions. Table 2 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of each option considered. 

Table 2 Advantages and Disadvantages for Alternate Design Options 1-5 

Options Advantages Disadvantages Comments 

Option 1 – On 
Street with minor 
improvements 

• Lowest cost option 

• Fits within existing ROW 

• No Traffic re-entry 

difficulties 

• Does not meet 

current MOA stop 

standards 

• Highest potential 

collision rate 

• Stopped buses block 

traffic 

• Only accommodates 

1 bus for 

loading/unloading 

 

Option 2 - On 
Street with 
sidewalk 
expansion 

• Fits within existing ROW.  

• Less cost than off-street 

options  

• No Traffic re-entry 

difficulties 

• Accommodates 3 buses 

• Stopped buses block 

traffic 

• Constrained boarding 

platform 

• On-street stop does 

not meet DCM 

guidelines 

 

Option 3 - Off 
Street two-bus 
bay pull-out 
 

• Improved traffic flow 

and safety over existing 

conditions 

• Meets MOA DCM 

guidelines for ridership 
level  

• Less  road noise and 

spray for waiting 

passengers 

• Cyclists will have 

better/safer access for 

loading bicycles on 

buses 

• Requires ROW  

• Likely conflicts with 

underground utilities 

• Buses could have re-

entry delays 
• Potential sight 

distance conflict 

between buses and 

eastbound alley 

traffic 

• Does not 

accommodate 3 

buses 

7th Ave signal will 

provide traffic gaps for 

bus re-entries 
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Options Advantages Disadvantages Comments 

Option 4 – Off 
Street, open 
three-bus bay 
pull-out 

• Improved traffic flow 

and safety over existing 

conditions. 

• Meets MOA DCM 
guidelines for ridership 

level. 

• Less  road noise and 

spray for waiting 

passengers 

• Cyclists will have 

better/safer access for 

loading bicycles on 

buses 

• Provides space for 3 

buses 

• Requires ROW 

• Likely conflicts with 

underground utilities. 

• Buses could have re-
entry delays 

• Potential sight 

distance conflict 

between buses and 

eastbound alley 

traffic 

• Added expense of 

signal modifications 

• Sight distance may 

restrict eastbound 

right turn on red at 7th 

Avenue 

• Increased pedestrian 

crossing distance at 

7th Avenue 

7th Ave signal will 

provide traffic gaps for 

bus re-entries 

 

Option 5 – Off 
Street, partially 
closed, three-bus 
bay pull-out 

• Improved traffic flow 

and safety over existing 

conditions 

• Meets MOA DCM 

guidelines for ridership 

level. 

• Less  road noise and 

spray for waiting 

passengers 

• Cyclists will have 

better/safer access for 

loading bicycles on 
buses 

• Provides space for 3 

buses 

• Requires ROW 

• Likely conflicts with 

underground utilities. 

• Buses could have re-

entry delays. 

• Potential sight 

distance conflict 

between buses and 

eastbound alley 

traffic 

• Added expense of 

signal modifications 
 

7th Ave signal will 

provide traffic gaps for 

bus re-entries 

Partially closed 

arrangement will limit 

impacts to traffic at 7th 

Avenue. 

 

 

Option 5 is the preferred alternative. Although Option 4 best meets PTD’s needs, Option 5 

represents a compromise that meets the needs of PTD and limits potential impacts to motorists at 

7th Avenue. Moving the stop off-street will enhance safety for all users, reduce impacts to traffic 

flow, and create a more comfortable environment for waiting passengers.  

 

Recommended improvements include a 240 square foot prefabricated custom shelter, shelter 

and stop lighting, Transit Real Time sign, benches, bicycle storage, and signage. The boarding 

platform surface should be heated, if the budget allows, to reduce maintenance costs and 

enhance the longevity of the site improvements. 
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6.0 PROPERTY ACQUISITION REQUIREMENTS 

Options 3 through 5 require acquiring property rights from the adjacent land owned by GSA. 

ROW acquisition discussions with GSA have been ongoing for more than a decade as various 

bus stop developments have been explored at this location.  

Recent staffing and policy changes at GSA have resulted in the approval to resume 

negotiations for the necessary ROW transfer. The off-street alternatives require approximately 

2,240 square feet of ROW from the GSA parking lot, which currently contains 12 parking stalls. 

Since many of the displaced parking stalls are designated for handicap parking, existing stalls to 

remain would need to be signed for handicap parking to continue to meet ADA requirements.  

In addition, Options 4 and 5 require relocation of the Federal Building Parking Lot Sign. 
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7.0 MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS 

The bus stop shelter, surrounding boarding platform, and sidewalk will be maintained by the PTD.  

Concrete surfacing will be installed, which has a lifespan of 30+ years.  

The shelter will be constructed of sturdy structural components such as steel or aluminum frames 

with corrosion resistant finishes and sealed concrete surfaces that can be washed in the summer 

and shoveled and swept off during the winter.  The remaining parts of the shelter will utilize 

durable materials such as shatter resistant synthetic panels, or tempered glass.   

The proposed signage will require regular maintenance, updates, and communications service 

from GCI or Alaska Communications. 

Electricity costs to the PDT will increase, due to the light fixtures in the structure and surrounding 

area. Use of LED fixtures will help keep this increase low. In addition, LED light fixtures should last 

10 or more years, limiting maintenance calls. 

The largest potential impact to maintenance will be the heated walkway. If installed, it will 

eliminate the need for PTD staff to do snow removal operations at this stop. This will increase the 

longevity of the site improvements by eliminating the scraping and chipping necessary to 

remove snow. It will also eliminate the use of de-icing chemicals, reducing the potential for 

corrosion.  However, this system would have to be powered. 

The pullout will increase the effort required for street maintenance crews to plow and sweep the 

area. This increase should be minimal compared to their overall workload. It will also add at least 

one catch basin to be cleaned out in accordance with the local Municipal Separate Storm 

Sewer System permit jointly held by MOA and DOT/PF.
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8.0 COST ESTIMATE 

The cost for the recommended alternative- option 5 with prefabricated 240 square foot 

prefabricated custom shelter- and site features is estimated at approximately $547,000. This 

includes a 20-percent contingency to account for minor items not included in the planning level 

estimate. Table 3 contains an approximate breakdown of the estimated construction cost. An 

itemized construction cost estimate is included in Appendix C. 

Table 3 Construction Cost Breakdown 

Feature Cost 

Site Work (demo, pullout construction, flat work, signals, 

drainage) 
$238,000 

Shelter (structure, foundation, power) $201,000 

Site Features (lighting, furnishings, electronic signage) $99,000 

Heated Sidewalk (heating elements, insulation) $42,000 

1% for Art $6,000 

Total $586,000 

 

This estimate only considers construction costs and does not include design, MOA management, 

or utility service connections or relocations. 

The estimate includes a heated sidewalk system covering 2,040 square feet, which covers the 

entire boarding platform and an oversized gutter apron (to facilitate drainage).  
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9.0 PROJECT SCHEDULE 

Potential schedule: 

  

• 35% Design 

• RFP for Final Design 

June 23, 2015 

April 2016 

• MOA Review / Retain Design 

Team 

May -June 15, 2016 

• 65% Design July / August 2016 

• Utility Agreements August / September 2016 

• Agency Review Two Weeks 

• UDC Submittal October 2016 

• Final Design 

• Agency Review 

November / December 2016 

Two Weeks 

• Bid Documents January 2017 

• Bid / Award February/ March  2017 

• Shop Drawings/Submittals March / April 2017 

• NTP for Construction Summer, 2017 

Utility coordination will occur throughout the design process, but any necessary utility relocation 

design will occur following 65-percent design. 
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 COST ESTIMATE Appendix C



MUNICIPALITY OF ANCHORAGE
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

C STREET STATION

ITEM 
NO.

SPEC. 
NO. WORK DESCRIPTION

EST. 
QNTY. UNIT BID PRICE TOTAL BID PRICE

A-1 20.02
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 
(Type 3)

per L.S. 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 

A-2 20.07
Remove Existing Sidewalk or Concrete 
Apron

per S.Y. 134 $20.00 $2,680.00 

A-3 20.08 Remove Existing Curb and Gutter per L.F. 150 $6.00 $900.00 

A-4 20.08 Remove Existing Shelter per EA. 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00 

A-5 20.09 Remove Existing Pavement per S.Y. 259 $5.00 $1,295.00 

A-6 20.10 Usable Excavation per C.Y. 100 $10.00 $1,000.00 

A-7 20.10 Unusable Excavation per C.Y. 260 $10.00 $2,600.00 

A-8 20.13
Trench Excavation and Backfill (Various 
Depths)

per L.F. 60 $100.00 $6,000.00 

A-9 20.16 Bedding Material (Class C) per L.F. 60 $16.00 $960.00 

A-10 20.21 Classified Fill and Backfill (Type IIA) per Ton 500 $30.00 $15,000.00 

A-11 20.22 Leveling Course per Ton 50 $35.00 $1,750.00 

A-12 20.26 Insulation Board (R=9) per S.F. 2,040 $2.00 $4,080.00 

A-13 30.02 P.C.C. Curb and Gutter (All Types) per L.F. 160 $35.00 $5,600.00 

A-14 30.03
P.C.C. Sidewalk (6" Thick) (Standard 
Finish)

per S. Y. 217 $70.00 $15,190.00 

A-15 30.04 P.C.C Curb Ramp per Ea. 2 $2,000.00 $4,000.00 

A-16 30.04 Concrete Parking Bumpers (7' Long) per Ea. 10 $150.00 $1,500.00 

A-17 30.05 Reinforced Concrete per C.Y. 30 $1,200.00 $36,000.00 

A-18 30.10 Colored Concrete (6" Thick) per C.Y. 12 $180.00 $2,160.00 

A-19 30.99 Heated Sidewalk per S.F 2,040 $15.00 $30,600.00 

A-20 40.06 A.C Pavement (Class A) per Ton 50 $150.00 $7,500.00 

A-21 40.06 A.C Pavement (Class D) per Ton 50 $100.00 $5,000.00 

SCHEDULE A: 

SCHEDULE A
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PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

C STREET STATION

A-22 55.02
Furnish, Install and Televise 12" CPEP, 
Type S

per L.F. 60 $40.00 $2,400.00 

A-23 55.05 Construct Type I Manhole per EA 2 $6,000.00 $12,000.00 

A-24 65.02 Construction Survey Measurement per L.S. 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 

A-25 65.02 Two-Person Survey Crew per Hour 5 $200.00 $1,000.00 

A-26 70.10 Traffic markings (8" Solid White) per L.F. 160 $2.50 $400.00 

A-27 70.10 Traffic markings (4" Solid White) per L.F. 320 $2.50 $800.00 

A-28 70.11 Remove and Reset Sign Assembly per Each 12 $1,000.00 $12,000.00 

A-29 70.12 Traffic Maintenance per L.S. 1 $28,000.00 $28,000.00 

A-30 75.02
Deciduous Shrubs, Pinus mugho Pumilio 
dwarf (Dwarf Mugo Pine)

per Each 3 $75.00 $225.00 

A-31 75.02 Perennials, Iris per Each 20 $30.00 $600.00 

A-32 75.99 Furnish & Install Bench per EA. 4 $1,500.00 $6,000.00 

A-33 75.99 Furnish & Install Bus Shelter per EA. 1 $140,000.00 $140,000.00 

A-34 75.99 Furnish & Install A-Frame Transit Sign per EA. 1 $17,000.00 $17,000.00 

A-35 75.99 Furnish & Install Bike Rack per EA. 1 $3,000.00 $3,000.00 

A-36 80.04 Signal Pedestal Pole Foundation per EA. 1 $1,700.00 $1,700.00 

A-37 80.04 Load Center Foundation, Type 1A per EA. 1 $2,200.00 $2,200.00 

A-38 80.05 Signal Pedestal Pole, Slip Base per EA. 1 $3,000.00 $3,000.00 

A-39 80.06 Signal Mast Arm, 40' Length per EA. 1 $5,500.00 $5,500.00 

A-40 80.07 Remove Conduit per L.F. 30 $18.00 $540.00 

A-41 80.07 Steel Conduit (2") per L.F. 150 $18.00 $2,700.00 

A-42 80.08 Junction Box (Type 1A) per Each 6 $600.00 $3,600.00 

A-43 80.08 Remove Junction Box (Type 1A) per Each 2 $500.00 $1,000.00 

SCHEDULE A
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A-44 80.08 Junction Box (Type II) per Each 1 $1,900.00 $1,900.00 

A-45 80.10 Remove Conductor per L.F. 300 $6.00 $1,800.00 

A-46 80.10 Conductor, 3C #8 AWG per L.F. 300 $6.00 $1,800.00 

A-47 80.10 Conductor, 7C #14 AWG per L.F. 330 $6.00 $1,980.00 

A-48 80.14
Single Meter Pad-Mount Load Center, Type 
1A

per EA. 1 $3,300.00 $3,300.00 

A-49 80.14 Bus Shelter Electrical Service Assembly per EA. 1 $4,500.00 $4,500.00 

A-50 80.21 Pushbutton Assembly per EA. 1 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 

A-51 80.21 Signal Heads per EA. 3 $2,500.00 $7,500.00 

A-52 80.28 Remove and Reinstall Load Center per EA 0 $2,000.00 $0.00 

A-53 80.99 Pedestian Luminaire Pole (12') per EA 4 $6,000.00 $24,000.00 

A-54 80.99 Bus Shelter Lighting per EA 1 $6,000.00 $6,000.00 

A-55 80.99 Transit Real Time Sign per EA 1 $30,000.00 $30,000.00 

TOTAL SCHEDULE A: $483,760.00

SCHEDULE A
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BID +Contingency

SCHEDULE A: $483,760.00 $580,512.00

1% for Art: $4,837.60 $5,805.12

Total Amount Bid $488,597.60 $586,317.12

SUMMARY
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